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Abstract 

This paper describes a methodology for the analysis of Prestressed Reinforced Concrete Tall Pier bridge, which are typically used 

in deep valley bridge viaducts. Piers are usually considered tall when the shaft has a height excess of 30 m. parametric study has 

been done for various pier heights and varying deck length considering various loading conditions. Various analysis has been 

performed for the Prestressed RC bridge with help of CSI BRIDGE Software. The main objective of the study is to determine for 

which load case in bridge is governing for design and having high displacement and moment value.    
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A bridge is a very important structure to build to provide crossing over physical obstacles like water body, valley etc. for the 

purpose of providing passage over the obstacles. There are many different designs for all serve unique purposes and applied to 

different situations. Design of the bridges vary on the function of the bridge, the nature of the terrain where the bridge is constructed 

and anchored, the material used to make it and funds available to build it. The first bridges were made by nature itself as simple as 

a log fallen across a stream or stones in a river. The first bridges made by humans were probably spans of cut wooden logs or 

planks and eventually stones, using a simple support and cross beam arrangement. Some early Americans used trees or bamboo 

poles to cross small caverns or wells to get from one place to another and then the innovative bridge designs were devised. In 

recent year bridge engineering extending their limits and accepting new challenges for designing the better bridges. The span and 

the height of the bridges increase day by day, many records are set and broken in very quick succession. 

In, these years many bridges are being built in the northern and northeast of India at Himalayan region. Because of complex 

topography of bridge site, many high piers bridge with different pier configuration in mountainous areas are used. Bridge is very 

important structure so it is necessary to design bridges for long life span nearly 100 years. Failure of bridge pier is mostly due 

seismic effect. Here some pier failure shown below: 

 
Fig. 1: bridge pier failure 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are many research work is carried out for tall pier bridges with seismic analysis but with prestressing and wind effect which 

loading condition give maximum effect on bridge is unknown. An attempt has been made in paper to summarize the study carried 

out by various authors and evaluate the requirement of further research in the area. 

1) Ground motion itself is a complex random process. The irregular nature of the high pier bridge in mountain Areas make the 

seismic design of bridge to be difficult. To strengthen seismic concept design of the high pier bridges in mountain, it is 
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preferred to select the form of pier to resist large bending moment, shear force and torque. The type of structure should be 

selected according to different seismic programs. 

2) Analysis of actual bridges indicates that the vertical motion will increase the response and the amount of Damage sustained 

by highway bridges. Vertical component has higher response on inelastic behavior of RC Bridge pier. Due to vertical motion 

shear strain, axial force, axial strain increases. As we only consider horizontal direction acceleration in bridges under seismic 

condition but vertical motion is also important. Impulsive vertical motion can cause circumferential cracks on pier. So it is 

important to consider vertical motion in earthquake as well as horizontal motion. 

3) Hollow-core bridge piers have been popular choice for long span cantilever bridge, cable-stayed bridge and Bridge crossing 

deep valleys where tall piers are required. Hollow-core bridge piers having advantage of reduced volume of concrete lower 

dead load of pier and reduced bending and torsional stiffness. Seismic vulnerability can be evaluated for hollow-core bridge 

pier. It also reduces overall cost of bridge. So we can say that hollow-core bridge piers are cost effective. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Design of tall pier bridges are requirement of urban development. As bridge is very important structure it should be designed 

carefully. For this study of bridge analysis parametric study is done for varying pier height. Pier heights taken are 30m, 45m, 60m 

and with deck length 50m intermediate span. Here, Bridge modeling is done in CSI BRIDGE Software considering bridge having 

3 spans. Bridge is taken for two lane road bridge. Bridge deck is taken as prestressed box girder having single box. Total 3 models 

are generated for analysis of tall pier bridge. For deck length 50m pier height varies to 30m, 45m,60m. Tall Pier Bridge is 

considered as valley viaduct. Earthquake load is considered in all 3 directions X, Y and Z. 

Assumed Bridge model is shown below: 

 Pier cross-section: rectangular 6m x 3m 

 Clear width of roadway:7.5m 

 Bridge deck: single box girder 

 Height of deck: 2.5 m 

 Lane : 2-lane road bridge 

 Foot path: 0.5m on either side 

 Live load: I.R.C class 70R wheeled vehicle 

 Prestressing : 20% of axial load carrying capacity 

 No temperature variation is considered 

 Post-tensioning on bridge deck 

 Braking force as per IRC:6 

Bridge model in CSI BRIDGE Software as shown below: 

 
Fig. 2: 3-D view of Bridge model                                                   Fig. 3: Extrude view of Bridge model 

                                                                                           

After generating all bridge models apply various loads as per IRC-06 like moving load, wind load, earthquake load etc. 

After running analysis in all models bridge in deformed shape is shown below: 

 
Fig. 4: Deformed shape of Bridge model 
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 Manually Generated Load Cases 

 DL +LL + Prestressing  

 DL + WL + Prestressing 

 DL + EQ + Prestressing 

 DL+ LL+ EQ + Prestressing 

IV. RESULTS 

After running analysis in CSI BRIDGE Software we got various data for bridge piers. For bridge piers displacements are considered 

for design section of piers. Maximum governing force in bridge piers is earthquake load. Here analysis of bridge model under 

seismic condition is done for static and response spectrum method. Maximum results are shown below as graph: 

 
Fig. 4: Max. Displacement values for bridge models 

V. CONCLUSION 

 Dead load, Wind load and prestressing force is not governing force in tall piers 

 As pier height increase displacement value of pier will increase. 

 Earthquake force is most governing force in bridge piers so analysis and design should be carried out for same. 
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